IMPACT REPORT

2013

Overview
This report details the impact of our 2013 discretionary
grant investments in the Northeast Florida. It is a big picture
describing a year of discretionary grantmaking and sharing
some of our favorite stories about our work. Impact is
more than collecting data, it’s understanding why the work
is important and the difference it makes to an individual,
organization or community. To make it easier to digest, we
have outlined each focus area into the following categories:
• Why we invest in the program area,
• What we focused on in 2013,
• Why it matters, and
• Plans for next year
We have also listed all the grants closed in each area during
2013 and all new grants awarded.

Overview
Some of the grants were made from funds where the donors
established the focus of the funds (Field of Interest), as in our
art grants, and other grants were made from unrestricted
funds that allowed the Foundation to invest in the most
pressing community needs and opportunities, such as
education. Both types of investments required the program
staff to develop a deep understanding of our community’s
needs in order to identify ways to invest wisely. This is
accomplished through research, building relationships,
participation on committees and having many conversations.

Different Levels of Leadership
At times, our work involves leading the charge to find
solutions to community challenges—with a goal of eventually
evolving the work to those who can sustain it long-term. At
other times, we collaborate with partners to move an initiative
forward. In yet another scenario, we may be engaged as
participants in work led by others. Each of these roles is
important to ensure responsible grantmaking. During 2013,
the program staff convened individuals and organizations
around such issues as senior services, and basic safety
net services, such as hunger and financial assistance, and
identifying pressing needs in our Beaches communities.
We also participated at others’ requests to learn and address a
variety of issues such as public education, affordable housing,
race relations, mental health, hunger, LGBT issues, early
childhood and arts education, to name a few.

New Opportunities to Learn and Grow
In 2013, we added the Chartrand Family Foundation’s
grantmaking to our body of work, expanding our effort in
the areas of young children, mental health, and education. In
addition, we worked with a giving circle of donors to learn
and begin to develop LGBT grantmaking strategies. Through
our program work with the Weaver Family Foundation Fund
and the Delores Barr Weaver Fund, we learned about a broad
array of areas from supporting military veterans, gun buyback
programs, community arts programs, animal welfare, the
homeless, and many more, in both local and national contexts.
Through our conversations, we have met with emerging,
grassroots organizations as well as large, established nonprofits. This gives us the unique advantage to identify
opportunities to make connections and to share knowledge.

Leadership in the Field
We are also committed to advancing the field of philanthropy
and knowledge in the nonprofit sector. We serve on
committees and participate as presenters at local, state and
regional gatherings. Since a large focus of our discretionary
giving has been to improve the achievement gap of minority
students in our Duval County Schools, we have participated in
other local efforts to support education, serving on the Center
for Urban Education and Policy as an Advisory Board Member
and working closely with United Way for Northeast Florida
and Jacksonville Public Education Fund to form an Education
Partners group. At the state level, staff served on the Florida
Philanthropic Network’s (FPN) Program Committee and the
leadership committee for FPN’s Education Affinity Group.
Through attendance at Grantmakers for Education’s national
conference, webinars and personal phone calls, we were able
to research best practices in the field and forge relationships
to inform our work.
As you will learn in the following pages, our work is diverse
and continues to grow as the community changes and donors
support new and expanded fields. Our value extends beyond
our grant dollars and requires a commitment to continuous
learning and community service.
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Public Education Reform
Quality Education for All
WHY WE INVEST

WHY IT MATTERS

BETTER SCHOOLS ARE CRITICAL TO SUCCESS

PHILANTHROPY CAN GALVANIZE CHANGE

Tackling the student achievement gap in local schools is
emblematic of how community foundations can address
significant community issues in a bold way. Our Quality
Education for All (QEA) initiative began nearly 10 years ago,
and has brought the community together around this critical
issue. Most importantly, we have focused research and
directed substantial private investment toward improving
student outcomes, and those efforts have already begun to
show progress.

As The Community Foundation embarked on a quest for
public education reform, it became clear we needed a
formal structure for sustaining information, community
involvement and advocacy on this critical issue. The result?
The Jacksonville Public Education Fund (JPEF).

In 2005, the staff and Board of Trustees of The Community
Foundation put a stake in the ground, proclaiming that
the Duval County schools needed systemic change—
change that must come from within the school system and
from the community at large. Capitalizing on our role as
convener, catalyst and funder, we committed to engaging
the community, using data-driven research, and investing
$2 million to jumpstart an end to the achievement gap. Our
work has three components:

•
•
•

Community Learning
Direct Investment
Advocacy & Public Policy

FOCUS IN 2013
Our primary investment was to continue to provide
operational support for Jacksonville Public Education Fund
(JPEF) to focus on research, community mobilization and
advocacy to advance high quality education in Jacksonville.

Since its inception in 2009, JPEF has driven the community
discussion on public education reform in Jacksonville. JPEF’s
One by One exhibit reached more than 75,000 viewers in
2011- 2012. The ensuing community-wide convention in
January 2013 produced a Community Agreement listing the
top priorities for education; the Agreement received more
than 2,300 ratifications and was further validated when The
Duval County School Board voted unanimously to adopt a
new strategic plan that incorporated its priorities.
With unprecedented community-district alignment and
growing momentum for improving public schools, The
Community Foundation’s partnership with JPEF is garnering
success. In 2009, TCF and JPEF took lead community roles
to help elevate the county’s high school graduation rate.
As a result of a cross-sector collaborative among many
stakeholders, Duval County graduation rates have improved
from 55.8% in 2009 to 72.1% in 2013. Another example
is the Learning to Finish pilot which included a $150,000
initial investment by TCF. This year, DCPS has expanded the
program to serve more than 1,400 students over-age for their
grade, and now receives nearly $12 million in district funding.

We also invested to grow the capacity of JPEF as a
grantmaking organization, which was important since they
were selected to serve as the intermediary grantmaker for
this fund. In addition, the Quality Education for All (QEA) Fund
was launched with a goal of $50 million in private dollars to
be invested in attracting and retaining high quality teachers
and leaders in Duval County Public Schools.

PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEAR
Continue to provide operational support for The Jacksonville
Public Education Fund.
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OBJECTIVE
Public Education is important for the health of the entire community. The general public needs relevant, reliable and unbiased
information in order to make informed decisions concerning public education.

Grants awarded in 2013: 2 grants totaling $74,523
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

JPEF

$50,000

General operational support- this was the 5th year of a 5 year commitment

JPEF

$24,523

Capacity Building of JPEF as a grantmaking organization. This included joining
grantmaking associations such as Grantmakers for Education and Florida Philanthropic
Network, attending conferences and traveling to other sites.

2013 New Initiative Activities: funding to support our work in the education field
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Community
Foundation

$65,000

Staffing and Consulting to coordinate the QEA Steering Committee and work with the
Bridgespan Group to facilitate the development of an investment plan for the Quality
Education for all (QEA) Fund.

Community
Foundation

$8,536

Membership dues to education grantmaking associations such as Grantmakers for
Education and Florida Philanthropic Network and travel to conferences and site visits.

Cathedral Arts and
I’m a Star

$5,500

Convenings and sponsorships related to our education work: Florida Alliance for the Arts
Education Symposium and I’m A Star Foundation

JPEF

$50,000

Through a grant from the Knight Foundation, a grant was made for JPEF to create an
interactive tool for tracking public school funding

JPEF

$46,000

To support an Agency Fellow to participate in the Strategic Data Project through the
Center for Education Policy Research at Harvard University

2 Grants closed in 2013
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

JPEF

$50,000

For general operating support

JPEF

$10,000

To support the Learning to Finish collaborative’s work during 2012

FUNDS
QEA grants are awarded from the following funds:
A. L. and Ruth S. Shantz Trust, Nancy Hazard McCreight
Memorial Fund, Brady S. Johnston Charitable Fund, Venture
Philanthropy Initiative Endowment, First Guaranty Bank
Endowment, Thomas M. & Irene B. Kirbo Trust, John D. &
Mary Jane Uible Endowment, Independent Life Insurance
Company Endowment, Frank and Ann McGehee Endowment,

Bernard V. Gregory Endowment, Harold K. Smith Charitable
Fund, Kip Endowment Fund, Marion J. and Gordan A. Roberts,
Arthur L., Jr. and Angela H. Williams Fund, Lois and Donald
Cottrell Advised Fund, A.D. Davis Family Advised Fund / Lee
Davis, Norwood H. and Mary Elizabeth Sandifer Endowment,
Community Endowment Fund, and the Jay and Deanie Stein
Unrestricted Fund.
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Building Nonprofit Capacity
WHY WE INVEST

WHY IT MATTERS

HELPING OUR PARTNERS SUCCEED

MAKING DONORS’ DOLLARS GO FURTHER

We work with scores of nonprofit organizations every year,
and know that each faces challenges and opportunities that
can seem daunting. By supporting the ability to execute
their missions, we can advance the goals of our donors and
grantees at the same time.

The Nonprofit Center supports provides numerous services
to local nonprofit organizations. Its mission is to connect,
strengthen, and advocate for nonprofits to create a more
vibrant Northeast Florida. The NPC’s success in its mission
translates into more effective use of charitable dollars for our
donors and in our community.

We are fortunate to have the Nonprofit Center of Northeast
Florida (NPC) serving the hundreds of local nonprofits in
our five county area, and we’ve been a strong supporter of
NPC since it began opening in 2002. We are committed to
seeing the Nonprofit Center grow and thrive. The member
organizations have grown to 235, and now provide 46%
of the NPC’s operating budget, while The Community
Foundation and The Lucy Gooding Trust provide an
additional 16.5% in support. The remainder is generated
by grants for restricted work, and fees for service. The NPC’s
goal is to continue to grow its membership, and further
plans to grow its operational support by identifying new and
expanded opportunities to do fee-for-service work. TCF has
approved continuing to provide operational support to the
Nonprofit Center through 2016.

For the member nonprofits, the most visible and valuable
benefits include having NPC advocate on issues impacting
the nonprofit sector; provide expert direction on a
wide range of subjects in nonprofit management and
development; sponsor seminars, networking and peer
learning opportunities; and commission research on
issues affecting nonprofits. In addition to the core support
services NPC offers to its members such as educational and
networking opportunities, it has served as the voice of the
sector and an advocacy leader.

FOCUS IN 2013
Some of the Nonprofit Center’s accomplishments include:
• Created a series of infographics used to tell the story of
the nonprofit sector’s power, efficacy and community
value.
• Held an Advocate Summit, a day-long intensive
workshop to develop champions for individual
organizations and the sector.
• Added a full-time Public Policy and Advocacy Assistant
and continued to support of the statewide Florida
Nonprofit Alliance as the fiscal sponsor.
• Developed advocacy tools for the Public Service Grant
recipients.
The Center launched two sub-sector mapping and
organizing platforms for Veterans and Elder Services using
TheNonprofitLink.org, which plots IRS data on all nonprofits
on an interactive, public mapping website. This will be
used as a planning and collaboration tool to transform how
nonprofits work with each other, and with the for-profit and
governmental sectors.

PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEAR
NPC continues to serve as a leader in continuing the
Reflective Practice work by hosting the continuing
conferences.
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OBJECTIVE
To strengthen the nonprofit sector by building the capacity of nonprofit leadership, facilitating collective action and enhancing
public understanding.

Grants awarded in 2013: 1 Grant totaling $52,500
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Nonprofit Center

$52,500

To increase public awareness and advocacy to support nonprofits and nonprofit
collaborations

1 Grant closed in 2013
Grantee

Nonprofit Center

Amount

Purpose

$196,400

NPC expanded the collaborative work of the sector thorough hosting convenings,
expanding its online resources, providing research for the sector and stimulating
collaboration. NPC created a unified set of sector-wide messages for nonprofit
organizations to help them educate the public and increase advocacy branded “Local
Focus+ Lasting Impact”

FUND

•

Reflective Practice Fund
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Strengthening Neighborhoods
WHY WE INVEST

WHY IT MATTERS

A GOOD LIFE BEGINS AT HOME

WE PROVIDE NEEDED LEVERAGE

The Community Foundation has used a portion of its
unrestricted funds to invest in stronger neighborhoods
for more than twenty years. In 1999, The Community
Foundation, the Jessie Ball duPont Fund and The Jaguars
Foundation worked together to bring Florida’s first
Local Initiatives Support Coalition (LISC) organization
to Jacksonville. LISC Jacksonville works to revitalize
neighborhoods—investing in both the physical and
human infrastructures needed to build and sustain strong
communities. Nine Jacksonville neighborhoods have been
the focus of LISC Jacksonville’s work.

LISC Jacksonville was founded in the spirit and principle of
public-private partnership. And since it arrived in 1999, LISC
Jacksonville’s focus has been on leveraging public dollars
with private dollars to revitalize Jacksonville’s underserved
neighborhoods. The Community Foundation’s contributions
to LISC have helped leverage contributions from other
local funders, creating an initial commitment of $900,000 in
challenge funds to attract an additional $2 million investment
from the community. Since its founding, LISC Jacksonville
has made $21 million in acquisition and construction loans
in greater Jacksonville and is responsible for renovation
or construction and sale of 236 homes in underserved
communities.

We have continued to support LISC Jacksonville since its
inception, investing in its success with unrestricted grant
dollars and with staff participation on LISC Jacksonville’s
board of directors. In 2012, LISC identified two Jacksonville
communities in which to pilot a more intensive community
development strategy — EPIC Communities. This strategy
sees community development more holistically, recognizing
the way that investments in housing help families increase
income and wealth, and the ways in which improvements in
education and healthy environments contribute to economic
development and long-term sustainability.

“

The Community Foundation’s investment
in LISC sends a strong signal to other
donors in our community about the
importance of the work and the value of investing
in LISC. We are particularly grateful to those
donors who gave The Community Foundation
the flexibility to respond to community needs
as they change over time. As a result, we seek to
help more neighborhoods become economically
viable and transformed into places where
families and children can thrive.
Janet Owens,
executive director of LISC Jacksonville

”

FOCUS 2013

PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEAR

2013 was the last year of a multi-year grant in which LISC and
its Community Development Corporation partners continued
neighborhood redevelopment and renovated 39 single-family homes, more than 200 units of affordable rental housing
and 19,000 square feet of commercial space.

We have awarded a two-year grant for 2014-2015 for general
operating support.
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OBJECTIVE
To build and sustain strong communities by strengthening its neighborhoods.

1 Grant closed in 2013
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

LISC

$20,000

To enable development of communication tools and strategies

LISC
*closing report
received 12/31/13

$150,000

To build capacity within neighborhoods including implementation of the National LISC
Building Sustainable Communities Initiative

FUND
•

Harold K. Smith Charitable Fund
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Supporting Aging Adults
WHY WE INVEST

WHY IT MATTERS

AGING BRINGS CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES

WE HELP MAINTAIN DIGNITY, INDEPENDENCE

Seniors deserve the opportunity to age in place with
independence and dignity. Now that the Baby Boom
generation is turning 65, The Community Foundation is
committed to strengthening the sector of senior-serving
organizations to better respond to their needs. Today,
approximately one out of every five Northeast Florida
residents is over 60 years old; by 2030, it is projected that one
out of every three persons—approximately 730,000--will be
more than 60 years old.

The challenges to aging in one’s home can be significant.
We know that nearly 25% of all elders aged 60+ live alone in
Northeast Florida, and nearly 16% have a housing cost spend
more than 30% of their income on housing-related expenses.

We are living longer as a society and we are simultaneously
living further away from family, a factor that is amplified
when the aging process requires the most help. The need for
family support and caregivers is critical. There are real and
pressing needs for older persons that need to be addressed in
Northeast Florida, including a lack of access to housing, home
services, meaningful work and social engagement. These all
impact an older adult’s ability to remain in his or her own
home and age with dignity.

FOCUS IN 2013
TCF has a history of working to improve collaboration among
agencies serving seniors, and catalyzing good ideas in
Northeast Florida.
In 2013, TCF granted $20,000 to the Nonprofit Center
of Northeast Florida to build an online Senior Services
Coordination Map. We also continued our support of
The Senior Roundtable (SRT), which we helped launch in
2009 to strengthen collaboration among senior-serving
organizations. Throughout 2013, the SRT met bi-monthly
to raise awareness about the critical issues of Alzheimers
disease and dementia care. Five grants, totaling $11,500, were
provided to organizations who deliver direct service to elders
and their caregivers.
Through a partnership with ElderSource, our Senior to Senior
Fund provided $122,000 to 144 seniors to assist with rent,
utilities, and food supplies. In a similar vein of help, as part
of the last wave of Safety Net funding, both ElderSource and
Aging True received grants of $100,000 to help seniors with
critical nutrition and housing needs.

One example of a low-income senior’s hardship may be
replacing an aging appliance. The Senior Life Foundation’s
(SLF) Saving Our Seniors Energy program replaces, broken
appliances and fixtures to lower energy consumption and
energy bills for low-income seniors. In partnership with many
nonprofits and area businesses, SLF identifies the neediest
seniors whose energy consumption drives up their utility
bills and then works to leverage volunteer help to remove
and replace aging appliances. Consider the 85-year-old
senior whose refrigerator door gasket had deteriorated; the
door wouldn’t close so she propped a chair in front to keep
it closed. But the cold air escaped, causing her to lose all of
her food and the lost energy drove up her utility bill. Seniors
who have participated in the Saving Our Seniors Energy
program report $50-$100 reductions in their energy bills due
to reduced consumption—a significant improvement when
many of these individuals live below the poverty level of $710
per month.

“

I want to give thanks to the Senior Life
Foundation for the best gift I have ever
received—a new refrigerator. Being 90 years
old, I felt like I was 9 years old and Santa came to
visit. I was so happy and overjoyed. I have never
had anything new in my life. It was a blessing
because I really needed it. God bless all of you.
A Saving Our Seniors Energy Program recipient

”

PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEAR
TCF will focus on helping seniors to live in their own homes
and ‘age in place’ successfully. Organizations and/or initiatives
which address the challenges elders face in living with
independence will be prioritized. We will also look to provide
support to the caregivers who are part of those solutions.
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OBJECTIVE
These grants are designed to support organizations in their pursuit to better the lives of older adults and support caregivers in
Northeast Florida.

Grants awarded in 2013: 8 Grants totaling $190,331
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Nonprofit Center

$26,331

To build an online platform to map and catalogue services that are available to support senior citizens

ElderSource*

$2,500

For SAGES Coalition to purchase pill boxes for aging adults

Hart Felt Ministries

$1,500

To provide Christmas stockings to 150 frail seniors

The Senior Life
Foundation

$2,500

To support the “Saving Our Seniors Energy” program

Osher Lifelong Learning
Institute

$2,500

To fund the purchase of audio equipment to help assist older student learners in the
classroom

Community Hospice

$2,500

To help support the expansion of two Caregiver Workshops in the Northwest quadrant of Jacksonville.

Lend an Ear Outreach

$2,500

To provide hearing aids to seniors with limited or no means to pay

ElderSource*

$150,000

To support the Senior to Senior program
SEE NEXT PAGE FOR GRANTS CLOSED

FUNDS
•
•
•
•
•

Senior to Senior Fund
I.R. Bowen and Katherine H. Bowen Fund
Grace H. Osborn Endowment
Harold K. Smith Charitable Fund
J. Wayne & Delores Barr Weaver Senior to Senior Endowment

* ElderSource is the Northeast Florida Area Agency on Aging
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12 Grants closed in 2013
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

The Senior Life Foundation

$1,000

To support the “Saving our Seniors Energy” program

Hart Felt Ministries

$1,500

To provide Christmas stockings to 150 frail seniors

Seniors vs. Crime

$1,886

To give seniors “No Soliciting” signs

Seniors on a Mission

$2,400

To provide meals for seniors participating in their service trips

Lend an Ear Outreach

$2,500

To provide hearing aids to seniors in Duval County with limited or no means to pay

City of Jacksonville

$1,200

To provide senior citizens transportation to the Holiday Festival held in early
December

Jewish Family Community
Services

$3,500

To coordinate low-cost, door-to-door cab rides for senior citizens in Duval County

ElderSource*

$3,500

To provide 350 Duval County elders with warm clothing and blankets during the
winter months

Jewish Community
Alliance Inc

$19,200

To expand the senior fitness program and offer a lecture series for seniors

Nonprofit Center

$26,331

To build an online platform to map and catalogue services that are available to
support senior citizens

Southeastern Council of
Foundations

$5,000

To provide support for SECF’s Grantmakers in Aging (GIA) EngAGEment Initiative

Eldersource in Action

$20,000

To develop and market workshops to provide support for working caregivers

FUNDS
•
•
•
•
•

Senior to Senior Fund
I.R. Bowen and Katherine H. Bowen Fund
Grace H. Osborn Endowment
Harold K. Smith Charitable Fund
J. Wayne & Delores Barr Weaver Senior to Senior Endowment

* ElderSource is the Northeast Florida Area Agency on Aging
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Promoting the Arts
Individual Artists
WHY WE INVEST

WHY IT MATTERS

THE ART ENRICH OUR LIVES

THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT

We believe that supporting the work of Northeast Florida
artists adds to the vitality of living in the region. By investing
in their work through professional development, materials,
equipment, production costs and more, The Community
Foundation helps artists reach the next stage in their careers.
This, in many cases, has helped artists produce works
that have turned out to be legacy gifts of creation for our
community – truly uplifting our citizens, and making a lasting
impact on our lives.

Alliances. Teamwork. Whatever the term, sometimes
grantmaking inspires solid collaboration. Case in point:

FOCUS IN 2013
We continued our work with emerging artists, particularly
those whose work is rooted in and reflects the culture of
Northeast Florida. Special emphasis was put on outreach
throughout the region.

Thomas Carey, a deaf St. Augustine resident with learning
disabilities, was discovered to be a talented visual artist
through a partnership with the Arc of St. Johns. The grant,
from the Dr. JoAnn Crisp-Ellert Fund, provided photography
equipment, framing supplies and mentoring from Flagler
College photography students.
When Thomas’ work was found to be truly exceptional, his
instructor helped him apply for an Individual Art Ventures
grant, which he received. His photographs were then
featured along with others from the Arc of St. Johns in an
exhibit curated by the Crisp-Ellert Art Museum at Flagler
College, another grantee of The Community Foundation.
All three TCF grantees worked together to bring a striking,
memorable exhibit to the Flagler museum which was seen by
hundreds of people. In this case, the whole truly was greater
than the sum of its parts.

“The artists, their families and the community enjoyed
an extraordinary exhibit. It was a wonderful way to
increase awareness and interest in the artistic capabilities
and achievements of individuals with intellectual and
developmental disabilities.” - Mary Williamson
Project Director, Arc of the St.Johns

► Thomas Carey, “Untitled, #1”

PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEAR

► Kathy Stark

TCF will continue to invest in artists whose work is most
relevant to initiatives Northeast Florida and to connect
with agencies working with individual artists to see where
Art Ventures could stimulate greater effect. In an effort to
draw artists from all five counties, TCF will expand learning
opportunities around the grant and seek to narrow the gap
between the number of grants received and the number of
grants TCF is able to fund.
THE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR NORTHEAST FLORIDA — 2013 IMPACT REPORT
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OBJECTIVE
These grants are designed to support individual artists to
advance their professional careers by funding equipment,
materials, master class experiences, time to work, studio rental
space, etc.
In the application process, visual art continues to be frequently
represented; however, proposals were received in music

composition, dance, poetry, writing, film, and performance art.
A total of $144,354 was requested from 42 applications, but
TCF was only able to fund eight artists at a total of $27,843,
indicating a need for significant fund development in this area.
An advisory panel of artists, previous winners, community
leaders, and a donor from the fund selected the grantees.

Individual artist grants awarded in 2013: 8 grants totaling $27,843
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Kathy Stark

$3,500

To complete sketchbook journal entries for five parks and four nonprofit groups, and to
purchase services and materials for The Wilderness of North Florida’s Parks

Theresa Segal

$3,343

To purchase equipment and materials related to an exhibition of her photography at The
Lightner Museum in St. Augustine

Crystal Floyd

$3,500

To purchase equipment to expand the scope of her work beyond mixed media assemblage
to include photography and video

Jennifer Chase

$3,500

To fund pre-production costs of the rock opera, La Caroline, including costuming,
technology, and related expenses

Liz Gibson

$3,500

To purchase video equipment, lighting and software to document, market and expand the
artist’s performance artwork

Lily Kuonen

$3,500

To fund production costs, equipment purchases, and exhibition expenses related to a solo
exhibition of installations at the Crisp-Ellert Art Museum in St. Augustine

Mal Jones

$3,500

To purchase equipment and marketing materials to produce The Lyricist Live events for the
public

Denise Murphy

$3,500

To attend master classes and purchase equipment to expand the artist’s glass work
techniques

Individual artist grants completed in 2013: 4 grants totaling $13,995
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Sharon Weightman
Hoffman

$3,500

Created a two-act play entitled, “Ashley Street Blues: The Life and Music of Blind Blake”

Thomas Carey

$3,495

Purchased a camera and photography supplies for this developmentally disabled and
deaf artist to create a body of work

Holly Draper

$3,500

Purchased supplies to set up a studio and exhibit work

Helen Cowart

$3,500

Attended master classes and purchased materials in order to produce a new body of
work, including a series of drawings fused on glass

FUNDS

•
•
•
•

Art Ventures Fund
Independent Life Minority Arts Award Fund
J. Shepard & Mary Ann Bryan Arts Endowment
Anne and Sallyn Pajcic Art Ventures Endowment
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Promoting the Arts
Small Arts Organizations
WHY WE INVEST

WHY IT MATTERS

SMALL ARTS ADD OPPORTUNITIES

HELP TO REACH THE NEXT LEVEL

When Art Ventures started 24 years ago, Northeast Florida
had many successful large arts organizations. TCF identified a
need to foster small and mid-size groups which add value to
the region by offering opportunities for local performers and
artists, educational programs in schools, and neighborhood
cultural events. By nurturing these, TCF has championed the
idea that bigger is not necessarily better, and that a thriving
community has experiences all along the cultural spectrum.

Investments in capacity building are critical as these
organizations have few paid staff or sometimes are run by
the volunteer board members. The pilot program identified
organizations that had artistic value, and focused on ways to
strengthen them so that they could continue to bring those
gifts to the community. It was explained best by one grantee:

FOCUS IN 2013
For several years, TCF invested in capital purchases and
program support for organizations. Seeing deficits in
proposals and planning, a pilot program was developed to
provide organizations with a series of educational topics
designed to build capacity.

“The value of this experience was worth more than any
grant for capital or material improvements that The
Community Foundation could have provided. Working
with the consultant in the workshops and one-on-one
provided us direction and some solid groundwork to
further expand our brand, goals, and even our by-laws
and our values.” - Stacy Aubrey, executive director of
Riverside Fine Arts Association.

PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEAR
Investments in building the organizations will continue to be
a priority. TCF plans to convene other funders in small arts
organizations to learn how to make flexible grants that will
allow organizations to respond to internal assessments and
opportunities that have been identified by their staff and
Board.
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6 small arts organizations benefitted from the educational activities in 2013
Riverside Fine Arts
Art League of Jacksonville, Inc
Fernandina Little Theatre
First Coast Opera
Friday Musicale
Opera Jacksonville

4 grants closed in 2013
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Players by the Sea

$8,500

Strategic Plan/Organization Information Management Plan

Jacksonville Centre of the
Arts

$10,000

Marketing and administrative improvements

Jacksonville Children’s
Chorus

$9,008

To purchase and be trained in eTapestry software

Friends of the St.
Augustine Amphitheatre

$10,000

To expand its programming to include participation by middle- and high school
students

FUNDS

•
•
•
•

Art Ventures Fund
J. Shepard & Mary Ann Bryan Arts Endowment
Anne and Sallyn Pajcic Art Ventures Endowment
Harold K. Smith Charitable Fund

First Coast Opera
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Promoting the Arts
Visual Arts in St. Augustine
WHY WE INVEST

WHY IT MATTERS

FULFILLING A DONOR’S LEGACY

ARTS PROJECTS BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER

The legacy gift of Dr. JoAnn Crisp-Ellert and her husband
Robert is important for several reasons. With a specified
geographic area and a sharp focus in one philanthropic field,
the donors created something unique to St. Augustine’s
visual arts community. Funding local nonprofits to carry out
their goals has allowed people from all walks of life to benefit
from the endowment and to experience how the visual arts
can impact their lives.

Building community through the arts is a visible way to
engage people where they live. Crisp-Ellert funds were put
to work to build a sense of place for the Vilano Main Street
project where an artist educator worked with students from
the Florida School from the Deaf and Blind to create largescale tile mosaics to enhance the nature boardwalk along the
stretch of AIA where residents and visitors gather for events,
farmers markets, and sunsets.

FOCUS IN 2013
In 2013, The Community Foundation continued to emphasize
relationship building in order to inform its grantmaking.
Both competitive and negotiated grants were made in
2013, with a focus on community outreach. The first grant
supported a program in the traditional folk art form of boat
building led by a group of dedicated volunteers and maritime
archeologists at the St. Augustine Lighthouse.
The second grant employed new community outreach
methods to collect oral histories and personal artifacts
from African American residents for an exhibition of folk art
traditions at the Crisp-Ellert Art Museum at Flagler College.

► Students from the Florida School for the Deaf and Blind create

mosaics for Vilano Beach. This grant, which was completed in 2013,
helped build a sense of place for participants and created a sense of
community among the creators and those who viewed the
installation.

PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEAR
Getting to know more about the people, priorities and
projects in St. Augustine continues to be an important part
of this grantmaking. TCF will work with negotiated and
competitive grants, and also plan some select sponsorships.
With the City of St. Augustine celebrating its 450th
Anniversary, TCF plans to invest in a number of its legacy
projects.
► Traditional boat building underway at the St. Augustine Lighthouse
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► Students’ impressions of folk art seen at the Crisp-Ellert Art Museum, with Florida folk artist Ruby Williams (center)

Grants awarded in 2013: 2 grants totaling $20,000
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Flagler College – Crisp-Ellert Art

$10,000

To support the St. Augustine Folk Art Project at the Crisp-Ellert Art Museum

St. Augustine Lighthouse and
Museum

$10,000

To support the folk art visual art craft of boatbuilding through the
Lighthouse Archeological Maritime Program

3 grants closed in 2013
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

The ARC of the St.
Johns

$8,450

To support “Through Our Own Eyes”, a photography project focused on 12 individual
artists from the Arts Program at the ARC

Flagler College

$10,000

To install an exhibition at the Crisp-Ellert Gallery

St. Augustine Historical
Society

$7,700

To preserve artwork and make it more available for exhibition

Vilano Beach Main
Street Program

$7,000

To work with students to install mosaics on Nature Boardwalk.

FUNDS

•

Dr. JoAnn Crisp-Ellert Art Appreciation Fund
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Improving Early Childhood
WHY WE INVEST

WHY IT MATTERS

GIVING KIDS A BETTER START

BETTER GRANTMAKING TOGETHER

New science in human development reveals that the primary
pathways for learning are constructed and reach their peak
before a child’s first birthday. When a community invests in
early childhood development, it invests in its own future
economic and emotional success.

Because significant brain development takes place during
the first three years of life, investments in early childhood
mean that the community experiences long term benefits
from these strategies. By investing and participating in the
JCCI’s Children 1-2-3 Inquiry, TCF prioritized the process
of community learning and set the stage for informed
grantmaking in the subsequent years.

The Community Foundation for Northeast Florida and the
City of Jacksonville established the Jacksonville Children’s
Endowment Fund in 1993 to support the growth of creative
and efficient services to at-risk children under six years of age.
Now, in partnership with the Chartrand Family Fund at The
Community Foundation, TCF grantmaking in early childhood
seeks to impact initiatives in quality childcare, cognitive
development, parental supports, healthcare screenings, and
more.

FOCUS IN 2013

TCF’s work in the HB3 funding collaborative mattered
because by serving as a convener and acting in a partnership
role with other donors, an opportunity was created to
leverage funding and community knowledge around an
important topic.

PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEAR

The JCCI Children 1-2-3 Inquiry established nine
recommendations as a roadmap to improve outcomes
for early childhood. In 2013, TCF followed the work of
the implementation committees in order to see what
opportunities for investment would emerge. One
recommendation was ready for investment. The Early
Learning Coalition (ELC) stepped up to develop a website that
would be a repository for information for parents, caregivers
and service providers. TCF began work with The Chartrand
Family Foundation on a negotiated grant for the project.
Additionally, TCF also partnered in a coalition of funders for
the Second Harvest’s Health Begins Before Birth, (HB3) grant.
The pilot project provided food, vitamins and counseling on
a monthly basis for low-income mothers to improve birth
outcomes.

A NEW DIMENSION

The Chartrand Foundation and TCF have negotiated a threeyear grant with the Early Learning Coalition of Duval County
to develop a website promoting early brain and whole
child development. This investment was recommended by
the JCCI Children 1-2-3 Study and lays the groundwork for
other recommendations from the study as well as provides a
repository for all information gathered during the study.
Funds from the Jacksonville Children’s Endowment and
the Chartrand Foundation’s Chartrand Family Fund for
competitive grantmaking, will allow us to increase the size of
our grants to a maximum of $50,000 per grant, select a larger
number of recipients, and extend the geographical reach and
focus of the Early Childhood Field of Interest.
Though our focus remains to improve the quality of childcare
services, we will take considerable interest in those grant
applications which align with the JCCI Children 1-2-3 Study
recommendations, giving a priority to services that focus on
the birth to three year old age range.
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OBJECTIVE
To improve the quality of child care services and programs for young children in Duval County through enhancing skills of child
care staff, parenting skills and overall care of the population.

Grants awarded in 2013
Grantee

Amount

Second Harvest

$3,100

“

Purpose
To support the Health Begins Before Birth program

We’re doing more than delivering food, we’re
changing lives, empowering women to fulfill
themselves. When you change a mother’s life, you
make a positive difference for an entire family, and
the impact may be felt for generations.
Beverly Earsing, Health Begins Before Birth program director and
clinical dietician.

”

FUNDS

•
•

Jacksonville Children’s Endowment
Chartrand Family Fund
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Community Safety Net Fund
WHY WE INVEST

COLLECTIVE GIVING AT WORK
In 2008, as the brunt of economic recession bore down on
Northeast Florida, a field of interest fund was established
at The Community Foundation to help the local nonprofit
community provide emergency assistance. It began with lead
gifts from the Jessie Ball duPont Fund and the Lucy Gooding
Charitable Trust, and The Community Foundation has raised
additional support from a variety of local private foundations,
corporations, family foundations, and individuals. Since
inception, the Community Safety Net Fund has distributed
$5.1 million in grants.

FOCUS IN 2013
While the economic picture has improved somewhat, there
are still pressing needs in our community. A significant
portion of the Community Safety Net Fund still goes toward
emergency assistance, but we have also directed a portion
of the Community Safety Net Fund to help nonprofits build
capacity and improve operations.

PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEAR
The Community Safety Net Fund concluded its grantmaking
in 2013. The Community Safety Net Fund has played a
significant role in helping address the economic crisis facing
our community by providing our most vulnerable citizens
with resources to survive and find hope. Moving forward,
philanthropy should focus on investments into non-profit
organizations providing basic needs by helping to build the
organization’s capacity and supporting innovating strategies
that help them to improve efficiencies to help sustain their
work for the long-term.
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Grants awarded in 2013: 14 grants totaling $1,137,600
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Beaches Emergency Assistance Ministry

$30,000

For rental assistance for over 100 households in the Duval County beaches
area in financial crisis

Catholic Charities Bureau

$100,000

To purchase training and technology upgrades to provide comprehensive
case management for individuals and families, and to provide rent and utility
assistance for individuals in Duval County facing financial crisis

City Rescue Mission

$60,000

For food and shelter for more than 200 homeless personas in Duval County

Clara White Mission

$100,000

To support the White Harvest Farm, and for food for the homeless in Duval
County

Community Connections

$60,000

For food, rent and utility assistance for individuals and families in Duval
County facing financial crisis

Downtown Ecumenical Services Council

$40,000

For rent and utility assistance for individuals in Duval County facing financial
crisis

Emergency Services and Homeless Coalition

$9,000

To design an executable plan to end chronic homelessness in Jacksonville by
2015

I.M. Sulzbacher Center for the Homeless

$100,000

For food and shelter for more than 1,500 homeless and hungry in Duval
County

Jewish Family & Community Services

$52,000

For rent and utility assistance to individuals and families in Duval County
facing financial crisis

Northeast Florida Area Agency on Aging

$150,000

To establish a Mobile Resource Center for Duval County, and for rent and
utility assistance for Duval County senior citizens in crisis

Second Harvest

$141,600

To expand capacity and improve efficiency of the distribution center

The Salvation Army

$80,000

For food and shelter for the homeless and hungry in Duval County

Trinity Rescue Mission

$90,000

For food for the hungry in Duval County by providing fuel and insurance for
the delivery truck, and to make energy improvements to reduce costs

Urban Jacksonville Inc (Aging True)

$125,000

For SERVtracker meal delivery software to create a more efficient operation,
and for food for senior citizens in Duval County through the Meal on Wheels
program and Cathedral Cafe

2 grants closed in 2013: Totaling $12,190
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Emergency Services and Homeless Coalition

$9,000

To design an executable plan to end chronic homelessness in Jacksonville by
2015

Second Harvest

$3,190

To complete a hunger survey and publish outcomes

FUNDS

•

The Community Safety Net Fund
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Other Discretionary Investments
ALCOHOLIC MEN: CHURCH OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD
Grants closed in 2013: Totaling $24,500
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Church of the Good
Shepherd

$24,500

To renovate facilities to better serve men in recovery from drug and alcohol addiction.

Fund: Byon Morris Charitable Fund

COMMUNITY DATA: JACKSONVILLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL INC.
A nonpartisan civic organization, JCCI engages diverse
citizens in open dialogue, research, consensus building,
advocacy and leadership development to improve the
quality of life and build a better community in Northeast
Florida and beyond. Since it was created in 1975, JCCI has
examined community issues by bringing together a broad
cross-section of the population, and provided a forum and
a structure through which groups of informed, concerned
citizens have made a difference.

In its own words, JCCI is “driven by the bold idea that
together we can all build a better community.”
Through its Quality of Life Progress Report, which it has
conducted annually since 1985, JCCI monitors community
conditions and reports to the community on the metrics that
are indicative of overall quality of life in Jacksonville

Grants awarded in 2013: Totaling $40,000
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

JCCI

$40,000

To support JAX 2025 Year One Implementation and revision of the Quality of Life Indicators

2 Grants closed in 2013
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

JCCI

$20,000

To support the JAX 2025 community visioning process

JCCI

$50,000

To support the JAX 2025 Initiative

Fund: A.D. Davis Family Advised Fund with a contribution from the Jessie Ball duPont Fund
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DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED: L’ARCHE HARBOR HOUSE
Grants closed in 2013: Totaling $10,000
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

L’Arche Harbor
House

$10,000

To support the Rainbow Workshop

Fund: Robert T. & Carol R. Shircliff Charitable Trust

THE ENVIRONMENT: TIMUCUAN TRAIL PARKS FOUNDATION
TCF invested in Northeast Florida parks through a partnership
with Timucuan Trails Park Foundation. Over the last 18
months, TTPF has coordinated volunteer projects and efforts
totaling over 3600 hours, which is not only evidence of direct
assistance to the environment, but also savings for 23 parks in
our region - National Park System, Florida State Parks and the
City of Jacksonville.

In 2013, TCF’s $10,000 investment was focused on funding a
new part-time Program and Outreach Director to engage the
community and recruit individual and corporate volunteers.
This funding will allow Timucuan Trail Parks Foundation to
continue to maximize the use of volunteers while growing
its membership base, which will allow for greater financial
sustainability.

Grants awarded in 2013: Totaling $10,000
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Timucuan Trail Parks
Foundation

$10,000

To grow the volunteer program and fund-raising membership

1 grant closed in 2013: Totaling $40,000
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Timucuan Trail Parks
Foundation

$10,000

For general operating support

Fund: Harold K. Smith Charitable Fund, John D. and Mary Jane Uible Endowment

HEALTH: UF CARES / RAINBOW CENTER
Grants closed in 2013: Totaling $10,000
Grantee
UF Cares/Rainbow
Center

Amount

Purpose

$10,000

To support a new program focused on meeting the psychosocial and medical needs of
HIV-infected adolescents and young adults at the clinic located in Jacksonville’s urban core.
Funding used to develop two support groups, one for youth ages 9-14, and the other for
youth ages 14-24.

Fund: Esther Pope Memorial Endowment
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Other Discretionary Investments
RACISM: ONEJAX, PROJECT BREAKTHROUGH
Since 2007, The Community Foundation has supported
OneJax’s Project Breakthrough in hopes of dismantling the
structural barriers and policies that perpetuate inequity in
our community. The primary work of Project Breakthrough
has been to host in-depth seminars, with expert facilitation
from the Aspen Institute, to introduce community leaders
to the concept of structural racism and to encourage them
to try to dismantle structural racism within their spheres of
influence.

Participants have included high level government officials;
local leaders of major corporations, media outlets, and
nonprofits; and leaders within the realm of public education.
Through our matching grant of $30,000 to One Jax and
Project Breakthrough, a collaboration with UNF’s College
of Education and its Urban Institute was initiated to create
ongoing education for student interns. The purpose is to
assist with teacher readiness training specific to cultural
competence, diversity, structural racism and impacts of these
forces on effective education for students.

Grants closed in 2013: Totaling $30,000
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

UNF - One JAX

$30,000

To support Project Breakthrough

VETERANS: CORPORATE AMERICA SUPPORTS YOU
The Community Foundation has played a pivotal role in The Florida BrAIve Fund, which was created in 2008 to help Floridians
impacted by deployment to Afghanistan and Iraq. The fund has recently closed, but we continue to work with our individual
donors through their donor advised funds to support this important work.

Grants awarded in 2013: Totaling $60,000
Grantee

Amount

Purpose

Corporate America
Supports You

$60,000

To support the expansion of Jacksonville outreach to veterans and companies for the
purpose of veteran’s employment

Grants closed in 2013: Totaling $156,072.63
Grantee
American Red Cross
UNF Foundation

Amount

Purpose

$147,572.63 To provide financial assistance to veterans of OEF and OIF
$8,500

To support the College Ready Bootcamp for Military Veterans

Funds: The Florida BrAIve Fund
Cynthia Alderson Veterans’ Education and Training Fund
J. Wayne & Delores Barr Weaver (VETS) Fund
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